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Drago~-Andrei Giulea 

Seeing Christ through Scriptures 

at the Paschal Celebration: Exegesis as Mystery 

Performance in the Paschal Writings of Melito, 


Pseudo-Hippolytus, and Origen 


A. Introduction 

The intent of this article is to investigate the manner in which Chris-
tians of the second and third centuries in Asia Minor and Alexandria ap
proached the reading of Scripture in, or in connection with, the liturgical 
context of the Paschal feast. I will attempt to show how such reading, 
within that context, was primarily a performance similar to those of the 
Greek mysteries, rather than merely an intellectual exercise. I According 
to the paschal writings of Melito, Pseudo-Hippolytus, and Origen, scrip
tural hermeneutics do not seem to imply the solving of an enigma, but 
rather constitutes an actual participation in, or encounter with, a reality 
imperceptible by senses: the manifestation of the Logos-Christ. Corre
spondingly, at the end of the exegetic performance and throughout its 
course, the exegete is not only a collector of new information; on the 
contrary, as the ancient Greek used to become the subject of an actual 
meeting with the manifestations of a god/goddess, so the ancient Chris
tian was the spectator of a transforming encounter, mediated by Scrip
ture, with the various manifestations of the Logos-Christ. Most likely, 
this kind of exegesis was the reflection of a Christian polemical attitude 
towards the mystery religions. 

Cumulative evidence will lead to the hypothesis that this type of mys
tery exegesis connected with, or part of, the complex liturgical feast of 
Pascha probably emerged in the second-century Asia Minor and Melito 
is the first witness to, if not the inventor of, this way of reading Scrip
tures. Pseudo-Hippolytus developed it and Origen took over this kind of 

1 Putting it into Aristotle's words, it was a matter of pathein rather than mathein, of 
'experiencing' rather than 'learning' (see Fr, 15 from Synesius Dian, 48. in N, Turchi, Fontes 
Historiae Mysteriorum Aevi Hellenistid [Rome 1930]). Cf, Plutarch, Isis. 382de and Clement, 
SIr. 5,71.1. 
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28 DRAGO$.ANDREI GIULEA 

exegesis either from Melito, or from Clement, or from an ongoing tradi
tion. 

B. Jewish Precedents ofExegesis as Mystery Rite 

The Jewish conception of reading the Torah as an experience that 
leads to the knowledge of divine mysteries seems to constitute a prece
dent for the early Christian mystery exegesis. 2 Although various Jewish 
Diaspora writers such as Aristobulus, Artapanus, Orphica's author, 
Pseudo-Phocylides, or Josephus employed terminology of the pagan 
rites, Philo associated the exegetical practice as religious experience with 
mystery terminology and Greek techniques of allegorical interpretation.3 

In Cher. 42 ff., for example, one can find early roots of interpreting Scrip
ture as a mystery rite.4 The Alexandrian theologian, as an initiated mys
tagogue, develops, metaphorically or not, his hermeneutic exercise as a 
mystery performance and invites the reader to take part in this exercise 
in order to become an initiated in the divine knowledge. Moreover, in his 
commentary on Exodus, Philo develops an allegorical exegesis in con
nection with the Passover narrative. 

However, one might suggest that Melito's, Pseudo-Hippolytus's, and 
Origen's innovation consists in connecting the old method of reading 
Scripture as a religious experience with the Christian typological inter
pretation, Greek mystery terminology, Jewish terms and images, and the 
Paschal liturgical celebration. Within this complex context of the Paschal 

2 For the idea of Jewish mystery and its connection with biblical interpretation, see for 
instance R. E. Brown, "Pre-Christian Semitic Concept of Mystery," Catholic Biblical Quar
terly 20 (1958) 417-433; E. R. Goodenough, By Light, Light. The Mystic Gospel of Hellenistic 
Judaism (Amsterdam 1969); A. D, Nock, "The Question of Jewish Mvsteries," in Z. Stewart 
(ed.), Essays on Religion and the Ancient World J (Cambridge 1972) 459-68; A. E. Harvey, 
"The Use of Mystery Language in the Bible," JTS 31 (1980) 320-336; J. Niehaus, "Raz-pesar 
in Isaiah 24," Vetus testamentum 31 (1981) 376-378; K. G. Friebel, "Biblical Interpretation 
in the Pesharim of the Qumran Community," Hebrew Studies 22 (1981) 13-24; G. Couturier, 
"La vision du conseil divin: etude d'une forme commune au prophetisme et a I'apocalyp
tique," Science et Esprit 36 (1984) 5-43; M. N. A. Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery in 
Ancient Judaism and Pauline Christianity (Tiibingen 1990); D. J. Harrington, "The Raz 
nihyeh in a Qumran Wisdom Text (1026, 4Q415-418, 423)," Revue de Qumran 17 (1996) 
549-553; T. Elgvin, "The Mystery to Come: Early Essene Theology of Revelation," Qumran 
between the Old and New Testaments (Sheffield 1998) 113-150; H. Najman and J. H. 
Newman (eds), The Idea of Biblical Interpretation: Essays inn Honor ofJames L. Kugel (Lei
den 2004) esp. E. R. Wolfson's "Seven Mysteries of Knowledge: Qumran E/Sotericism 
Recovered," 177-214. 

3 Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery, 78. 
4 See Bockmuehl, Revelation al!d Mystery, 76-81. Allegory, for Philo, is a mystical quest 

(Sam 1:164). 
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feast, viewed as a central Christian mystery, biblical exegesis acquired 
the character of a special mystery performance or drama. s 

C. Melito ofSardis's Mystery Exegesis 

The bishop of Sardis, who is known to have sent an apology on behalf 
of his fellow Christians to the emperor-philosopher Marcus Aurelius be
tween the years A.D. 169-177,6 begins his homily Peri Pascha (the date of 
which is not certain) with a series of paradoxical pairs of terms: he main
tains that the mystery of the Pascha (-co -coo 1tUOXa JlUo-ci]plOV) is both old 
and new, eternal and temporary, perishable and imperishable, mortal 
and immortaJ.7 Nevertheless, Melito does not contradict himself for the 
reason that he does not predicate these attributes at the same time, but 
all the first attributes are associated with the old Passover, the Jewish Pe
sach, while all the second ones refer to the mystery of the new, i.e. Chris
tian, Pascha.8 This distinction appears to be pivotal for the Melitonean 
vision. 

1. The Old Mystery of Pesach Performed by Moses 

As the passages PP 11-14 illustrate, God is the source and agent of the 
old mystery. In spite of using the term Jluo-ci]ptOV in the singular and not 

5 While emphasizing mystery terminology. the present article does not deny the exis
tence of Jewish vocabulary and themes in the writings of the above-mentioned Christian 
theologians. On the contrary. scholars have emphasized this vocabulary as well. 

6 See S. G. Hall's edition of A1elito of Sardis. On Pascha and Fragments (Oxford 1979). 
p.xii and xv. For the present study. I use this critical edition. 

7 Melito, Peri Pasch a [abbreviated PP] 2.6-10. Regarding the nature and character of 
Christian mysteries, a few scholarly names have to be mentioned: A. Loisy, Les mysteres 
parens et Ie mystere chretien (Frankfurt/Main 198311919); S. Angus, The Mystery-Religions 
and Christianity: A Study in the Religious Background ofEarly Christianity (New York 1925); 
R. Eisler, Orphisch-dionysische Mysteriengedanken in der ehristlichen Antike (Leipzig u. Ber
lin 192511966); O. Casel, Das Christliche Kultmysterium (Regensburg 1932); H. Rahner, 
Griechische Mythen in christlicher Deutung,' gesammelte Aufsiitze von Hugo Rahner (Zilrich 
1945); J. D. B. Hamilton, "The Church and the Language of Mystery: The First Four Centu-' 
ries," Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses 53 (1977) 479-94; D. H. Wiens, "Mystery Con
cepts inPrimitive Christianity and Its Environment," Aufstieg und Niedergang der romischen 
Welt 2.23.2 (1980) 1248-84; L. Bouyer, Mysterion: du mystere ala mystique, (Paris 1986); W. 
Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults (Cambridge 1987); C. Riedweg, Mysterienterminologie bei 
Platon, Philon und Klemens von Alexandrien (Berlin 1987); J. Z. Smith, Drudgery Divine: On 
the Comparison ofEarly Christianities and the Religions of Late Antiquity (Chicago 1990); C. 
A. P. Ruck. B. D. Staples. C. Heinrich, The Apples ofApollo: Pagan and Christian Mysteries of 
the Eucharist (Durham: N.C. 2001). 

g PP 3 (11-18): "Old is the law, but new the word; temporary the model. but eternal the 
grace; perishable the sheep, imperishable the Lord" (Hall, On Paseha, 3). 
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the plural (10. I-1UCHtlpta) Melito's to the term is not a philosophi
cal abstraction, but a genuine action performed by human beings and 
also a genuine action performed by God himself. Succinctly said, it was a 
cult or mystery performance, not an abstraction. God explains to Moses 
how to perform during the night the mystery of Israel's salvation and 
how the angel of death will bind Pharaoh and punish the Egyptian peo
ple. Melito further in PP 15-17 portrays Moses as hierophant officiating 
at a mystery for the initiated people of Israel: 

Then Moses, when he had slain the sheep, and at night (VUK1rop) performed 
the mystery (Ota1€A£oa<; 10 IlUOTIJPwv) with the sons of Israel, marked (£ocppayt
oev) the doors of the houses to protect the people and win the angel's respect. 9 

The text further explains how the Israelites, unlike the Egyptians, sac
rificed the sheep, ate the Pascha, performed the mystery (10 I-1UCJ1i]ptoV 
n;t..,e1'"Cat), and became marked with a sign able to gain the respect of the 
angel of death. 10 In contrast, the Egyptians remained uninitiated into the 
mystery (al-1Ull1ot 10U rWCJ111piou), not taking part in the Pascha (UI-l0tpot 100 
rcuCJxa), without the seal of blood (amPPUY1CJ1ot 100 a1'l-1(1lO1:;), and thus with
out the protection of the spirit. Consequently, they easily fall prey to the 
angel that, in one night, "made them childless." II 

While in PP 18-30 Melito describes the calamity and mourning that 
the angel of death spread over the whole land of Egypt, in 31-33 he ex
plains that the Lord Christ worked within the old mystery as life, type, 
and spirit. 

9 Melito, PP 15 (88-91). S. G. Hall comments: "Melito regards the Pascha as an initiatory 
rite with apotropaic effect, and insinuates into 14-16 the language of Christian baptism an 
unction [implying much mystery language], especially oq>pUyi~ElV, xp[elv, ltVE(llJ.U, ul1uem;" 
(HaJJ, Melito, 9, n. 5). Another scholar, A. Stewart-Sykes, argues that Peri Paseha might be 
an early liturgy; see The Lamb's High Feast: Melito, Peri Pascha, and the Quartodeeiman 
Paschal Liturgy at Sardis (Leiden 1998). 

to The seal of blood may have a similar function with the protective mystery charm 
(amulet or talisman) against the natural calamity or plague (Cf. p, Kingsley, Ancient Phi
losophy, Mystery, and Magic. Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition [Oxford 1995] 307-312). 

11 PP 16 (92) - 17 (104). Criticizing the Egyptians for not being initiated in the mystery 
of the Pascha might be seen as a general polemic against the pagans. Moreover, Melito in 
many pages describes Egypt's punishment in terms of mourning, death, and darkness of 
Hades. For the connection between children and mystery, see P. Lambrechts, ''L'impor
tance de I'infant dans les religions a mysteres," Hommages W. Deonna (Brussels 1957) 322
333. 
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2. The Theory of Types as Connection between the two Mystery Series 

The exegesis of Exodus 12 may have originated in the Jewish tradi
tion of the Pesach Haggadah in which the father of every family explains 
to his children the story of exodus, and will become a pattern for future 
paschal homilies or treatises, as one can see in Melitonean, Pseudo-Hip
polytus, Origen, and partially in the homilies newly ascribed to Apolli
narius of Laodicea. 12 Moreover, Pseudo-Hippolytus and Origen follow 
the same bipartite Melitonean structure: while the first part is an exposi
tion of the paschal figures and types of the old myste.ry from Exodus 12, 
the second part becomes an illustration of the true or prefigured reali
ties. First comes the type or the Pesach, second the antitype or the Pas
chao 

Melito describes the relationship between the old and new mystery of 
Pascha through typological exegesis, a method that the author took over 
from previous Christian exegetical tradition. The old sacred Scriptures of 
the Jewish people (Scriptures accepted by the Christians as well) express 
ideas and depict Old Testament events that came to be associated with 
the events of the divine economy after the Incarnation. For instance, in 1 
Cor 10: 1-11 and Gal 4:21-31, Paul associates the crossing of the Red Sea 
with the Christian Baptism, in which case the crossing of the sea is a fig
ure or type (6 "Cimo,;;) for the Christian sacrament ("Co uv"Ct"CU1tov). Following 
the same logic, the manna of the desert was the figure of the Eucharist, 
while the pillar of cloud or fire was the figure of Christ himself. Scholars 
have called this type of exegesis typology, and it was a communality of 
the majority of Christian writers of the first three centuries. This fact 
prompted Jean DanieIou to view typology as the Christian exegesis par 
excellence. 13 

12 P. Nautin, Homelies pascales II. Trois homelies dans fa tradition d'Origene (SC 27; 
Paris 1953). E. Cattaneo ascribed these homilies to Apollinarius of Laodicea in his Trois 
homilies pseudo-chrysostomiennes sur la Plique comme oeuvre d'Apollinaire de Laodide (TH 
58; Paris 1981). 

13 For a detailed analysis of the central biblical themes which received a typological in
terpretation in the first centuries (e.g. Adam, Noah, the flood, Abraham sacrificing Isaac, 
the exodus or the fall of Jericho), see Jean Danielou's classic Sacramentum Futuri: Etudes 
sur les origines de la typologie biblique. According to his perspective, allegory was of Philo
nean inspiration and essentially Greek. However, for Henri de Lubac, on the basis of Gal 
2:24, allegory was as Christian as typology. Moreover, for de Lubac "Origen's allegorism is 
typological" and the distinction between typology and allegory seems to be analogous to 
that between theory and practice ("Typologie et alJegorisme," Revue des sciences religieuses 
34 [1947] 220-221). Other researchers such as H. Crouzel see in allegory the method 
through which various terrestrial realities symbolize celestial realities, while typology is the 
method through which one historical reality denotes another historical reality, especially 
post-incamational, or an event having Christ as subject. See Crouzel, Origen (San Francisco 
1989) 80-81. 

http:myste.ry
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However, at least for Melito, Pseudo-Hippolytus, and Origen, typology 
seem to play the function of connecting the two series of mysteries by 
relating an old figure or type with its corresponding antitype. Further
more, typology reveals the unique source and agent of the two series of 
mysteries, the Logos-Christ and thus the fact that there is only one mys
tery developed in different grades and stages. 

3. Melito's Term ~m01:ijptov: From 'Secret' to 'Performance' 

The main exegetes who preceded Melito, namely Justin, Tertullian, 
and Irenaeus, continued to use the method of typology originated in the 
Pauline writings, especially for the theological polemics in which they 
were involved. Within these polemics, major opponents were the Jewish 
readers, who did not see in Scriptures the Christological meanings de
scribed for instance by Justin. Furthermore, also take into account both 
Marcionite theologians, not very lenient towards obscure scriptural pas
sages, and the ironies of philosophically educated Greeks, such as 
Celsus, Porphyry or the emperor Julian the 'Apostate'.14 The idea of ob
scure words was not new, since as early as the book of Proverbs 1 :6, one 
encounters a reflection on the concepts of parable (napapoA.ij), obscure 
word (oKotetv6; Myo;), or enigma (atVtYlla). Centuries later, Justin would 
call these obscure passages mystery (IlU01:ijptov) or symbol (OUIlPoicov), 
and Christian theologians would interpret them mainly typologically. 

It is worth mentioning that, although the term lluo'tijptOv appears in 
the Pauline corpus, a development of exegesis as mystery performance 
or cult does not seem to materialize in Christian context before Melito. 
In Justin, for instance, the term can be encountered when the writer 
claims that prophecies describe future events through parables, myster
ies, and symbols of events {tv napapoicai:c; i1 IlUO'tT)PlOl; i1 tv oUIlP6icOl; 
epYffiv).IS Justin's theological rationale was that the Holy Spirit manifests 
itself through parable and in a hidden way {BV napaPOATI os KalnapaKEKa
A.UIl1l8Vffi;).16 

It seems that in the Justinean and Irenean theological visions Christ's 
coming was perceived as producing major exegetical consequences, 

14 Cf. M. Harl, "Origene et Ies interpretations patristiques grecques de l'"obscuritt~» bi
blique," Le dechiffrement du seIlS. Etudes sur I'hermeneulique clzretienne d'Origene Ii Gregoire 
de Nysse (Paris 1993) 89-126. 

15 Dial. 68.6. J. D. B. Hamilton noticed that "Justin's use of mysterion is non-cultic" and 
Clement was the first to contrast the mysteries of Dionysos with the 'holy mysteries' [in the 
plural] of Christ (e.g. Protrep. XIL118.4); see Hamilton's "The Church and the Language," 
479-494, esp. 484-485. 

16 Dial. 52.1. Clement of Alexandria also maintains the idea that the entire Scripture 
was written in parables (see Sir. V.2S.1). 
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namely that Christ discloses the obscure words of the old holy writingsP 
Irenaeus claims that the good news about Christ was hidden (KEKPU/l/lE
vOs) in prophecies and symbolized through types and parables (oui Tlmrov 
Kat 1tapa~oA&v EOll/laivETo) which could be understood only at the time of 
their fulfillment. l8 

For Melito, on the contrary the term /lU0n1PtoV seems to signify a per
formance or cult rather than a secret or enigma. Trying to frame Melito's 
Sitl. im Leben, it is worth mentioning the rise of allegorical techniques of 
interpretation around the first century AD with the Middle Platonists 
and Neo-Pythagorians, with Herakleitos and Cornutus. 19 Philo and other 
Jewish writers were also important players. Moreover, Bockmuehl 
investigated the application of these techniques in the domain of 
mysteries: "The mystical technique appears not to have been practiced 
before Plutarch (c. A.D. 45-120), but it went on to find rich development 
in the second and third centuries, e.g. in Numenius and Porphyry."20 

As I have noted above, Melito applied these techniques in connecting 
the two (old and new) mysteries of Pascha. One might suppose that the 
Sardisean Christian bishop adopted this strategy as a polemical reaction 
to the mystery context of the Asia Minor of the second century. One 
should not overlook the fact that "Ephesians' Artemis" had been cele
brated in festivals at least until A.D. 262 when Goths destroyed the Arte
mesion. At the same time, Cybele, the other mother goddess, if not iden
tical to Artemis, was celebrated in the northeastern Anatolian regions 
and the worship of Cybele was spread from here all over the Roman 
Empire. 21 Attis was also venerated in connection with Cybele, while Se
bazios had his special mysteries, which in time had become a sort of 
Asia Minor version of the Dionysian ones.22 The most important cities of 
Asia Minor may be then encountered in the stories about Apollonius of 

17 The following fragment is illustrative for this theological vision: "And when Isaiah 
calls Him [Christ] the Angel of mighty counsel, did he not foretell Him to be the Teacher of 
those truths which He did teach when He came [to earth]? [ ... ] For if the prophets declared 
obscurely (1tapaKgKaAuj.!j.li;V~) that Christ would suffer, and thereafter be Lord of all, yet that 
[declaration] could not be understood by any man until He Himself persuaded the apostles 
that such statements were expressly related in the Scriptures" (Dial. 76, ANF 1). 

18 Adv.Haer. 4.26.1. 


19 Bockmuehl. Revelation and Mystery, 79-80. 


20 Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery, 80; see also note 87. 


21 For the large extent of Cybele worship in Asia Minor, see for instance M. J. Verma

seren, Corpus Cultus Cybelae Attidisque, Vol. 1: Asia Minor (Leiden I New York 1987). For 
festivals of Cybele and Attis, see M. J. Vermaseren's Cybele and Attis. The Myth and the Cult 
(London 1877), esp. 21-3, 110-2. For the worship of Jupiter in Asia Minor, see also M. Harig 
and E. Schwerheim, Corpus Cultus lovis Dolicheni (Leiden 1987) 3-16. 

22 R. FolIet, K. Prumm, "Mysteres," Suppl. au Dictionnaire de la Bible (1. VI; 1960) 1-225. 
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Tyana. a famous Neo-Pythagorean prophet and philosopher. His biogra
phy. written and often mythicized by Philostratos around A.D. 240, of
fers an emblematic picture for the mentalities of that time. Another case, 
not less famous, was that of Alexander of Abonuteichos, the second-cen
tury prophet satirized by Lucian of Samosata, the satire in itself being a 
testimony of his celebrity. Asia Minor of the second century was, there
fore, the center of a significant bloom of mysteries and mystery mentali
ties. Within this context, the Christian polemical reaction, and particu
larly that of a bishop as Melito, cannot be a surprise.23 

Moreover, one may find similarities between the role that the reading 
of Exodus 12 and its commentary or homily play in the Paschal celebra
tion and the role the transmission (napa8ooH;) of the ispol Aoym plays in 
the context of mystery cultS.24 Placed between the stage of purification 
(Kuoopj.l.6t;) and that of the highest revelation (tn01rtsiu), the stage of 
nupaoomt; was one of transmission of sacred knowledge and a prepara
tion for the vision of the mysteries_25 Melito, too, invites his initiands to 
understand and see the mystery of the Lord. The sensorial modality of 
this discovery is seeing, the standard sensorial modality in the mysteries: 
"If you want to see the mystery of the Lord (1;0 'tou Kupiou j.l.uonlPwu 
i8I':ooot) .. _"26 During the stage of the 'Christian' paradosis, the Christian 

23 This attitude is not unique in Melito's works. Fr. 8b from his On Baptism, might be a 
polemic with the myth of Isis (the earth) who bathes in rains and river (Osiris, cf. Plutarch, 
Isis 364a; 367a; Sallustius 4.3) and the myth of Helios (either Apollo or Attis) who descends 
into the Ocean. Melito compares them with Christ as the Sun (11AlO<;) of dawn and king of 
heaven (Hall, Melito, 71-3). Compare this title with Apollo's title of king (livuS) in Orphica 
34. Moreover, in his Apology to Marcus Aurelius, Melito clearly states: "We are not devotees 
of stones [probably the statues] which have no sensation, but we are worshippers of the 
only God who is before all and over all" (Hall, Melito, Fr. 2.65). 

24 Burkert argues that books were used and played an important role in the mysteries 
especially in the second part, the nUpaOOOl<;. when the hierophant used to transmit the it:po\ 
MyOl and explain them. See W. Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults (Cambridge/London 1987) 
69-78. 

25 Burkert shows that the mysteries of Dionysos implied three degrees. First, in Plato's 
Symposium: 1. EA€YX0t; = purification (201d-202c); 2. instruction, including the myth of ori
gin (203b-e); 3. En01t'tlKo. (210a), Then Clement, Str. V.l1.71 (Katlupf!o; olouoKa"-iu. £1tom:eia) 
and Theon of Smyrna 14: KUtluPf!O; 1tUpaooOl; £non,du (Burkert. Ancient mystery cults. 153
154). 

26 PP 59. See also PP 58: "the mystery of the Lord [ ... ] seen through a model (010. 'lJ1tOV 
6puatv)," Cf. Burkert's mentions of the mystery cults: "Moreover, it is certain that this trans
formation [from anxiety to the joy of finding Kore] went hand in hand with the transition 
from night to light. The hierophant completed the initiation in the Telesterion 'amid a great 
fire [Hippo!. Ref. 5.8.40; Dio Chrys. Or. 12.33; Eur. Phaethon 59, Phoen. 687; Himer. Or. 
60.4, 8; Plut. De prof. virt. 1O.81d-e]'" (W. Burkert. Homo Necans: the Anthropology of 
Ancient Greek Sacrificial Ritual and Myth [Berkeley 1983], 276). Also: "And the mystai then 
saw him 'emerge from the Anaktoron, in the shining nights of the mysteries [Plut. De prof 
virt. 81e]'. A 'great light' would become visible 'when the Anaktoron was opened [Ibid.]'" 
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initiand has to reconstruct and try to see the series of manifestations of 
the economic mysteries in their traces in Scripture.27 In this way the 
Christian may become a jlu(J"CT]e; in Christ's mysteries. 

4. Christ the Pascha: The New Mystery 

Starting with PP 66, Melito describes the series of manifestations of 
the mystery that the Logos performed in the new times, i.e., after his In
carnation. The emblematic thing is that the same Logos-Christ performs 
both mystery series. While in the old times he suffered in Abel, Isaac, 
Jacob, Joseph, Moses or David, in the new series of mysteries the same 
Logos-Christ takes flesh in the virgin and suffers passions, death, burial, 
resurrection, and thus causes humans' salvation from death. The whole 
history of salvation is therefore envisioned as the mystery of Logos
Christ's economy. 

Moreover, one can identify a double dynamic of the connection be
tween the figure ("Cunoe;) of the old mystery and the Logos-Christ. On the 
one hand, though in a hidden way, the Logos manifests itself towards or 
within the type. In a chain of rhetorical questions addressed to the angel 
of death, Melito exclaims: 

It is clear that your respect was won when you saw the mystery of the Lord 
occurring in the sheep, the life of the Lord in the slaughter of the lamb, the 
model of the Lord in the death of the sheep; that is why you did not strike Is
rael, but made only Egypt childless.28 

On the other hand, a reverse dynamic emerges from the type towards 
the antitype, as far as it is in its antitype that mystery of the type is ful
filled and the old obscure words of the sacred text may find their mean
ing. As the bishop of Sardis explains to his church fellows: "What is said 
and what is done is nothing, beloved, without a comparison and pre

(Burkert, Homo Necans, 277). The vision of light also represents a common feature of Jew
ish mysticism. For an analysis of the Paschal manifestation of light in the mentality of the 
Second Temple Judaism and early Christianity, see my "Seeking to See Him at the Festival 
of Pascha: The Expectation of the Divine Glory in Early Christian Paschal Materials and 
Rabbinic Literature," in G. Lurie and A. Orlov, The Theophaneia School: Jewish Roots of 
Easern Christian Mysticism (Scrinium III; St. Petersburg 2007) 30-48. 

27 "Therefore if you wish to see the mystery of the Lord, look at Abel who is similarly 
murdered, at Isaac who is similarly bound, at Joseph who is similarly sold, at Moses who is 
similarly exposed, at David who is similarly persecuted, at the prophets, etc." (PP 59-60: 
Hall, On Pascha, 33). 

28 PP 32 (203) - 33 (212). For the pre-incarnational economy of the Logos-Christ, see 
also IP 81-88, or 96, in which Christ is depicted as the one who created the world and man, 
saved Israel from Egypt. and gave him the Law, 
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liminary sketch. (OuMv Ecrnv, uyunrj'roi, to A.syollevov KUt ywollevov oixu 
nupu~OA.fje; KUt npoKeVtl]llutOe;)."29 He further explains that every important 
construction needs a preliminary sketch (to npoKtVtTJllU) made out of 
wax, clay or wood. In the economic process, this preliminary sketch is 
the mystery hidden in the Old Testament events and known only by the 
prophets. Melito does not conceive of the sketch as completed work 
(i'ipyov), but merely the image of its future fulfillment; in his own words, 
what is going to be (after the Incarnation) may be seen in the image of 
the type ('to 1l€A.A.OV oui tfje; mmKfje; eiKOVOe; 6piitut).30 

The old mystery is then involved into the dynamism of being changed 
into its antitype, as expressed here: "For indeed the law has become 
word, and the old new [ ... J, and the commandment grace, and the model 
(tunoe;) reality (UA.l]OCtu), and the lamb a Son, and the sheep a Man, and 
the Man God."31 Using a different metaphor, the type is not changed into 
its antitype but only transfers its power to the antitype: "The model was 
made void, conceding its power (1'] OUVUf.Ue;) to the reality, and the law was 
fulfilled, conceding its power to the gospel."32 

While the economic series is fulfilled.in the mystery of the Pascha,33 
the level of initiation remains opened and the fulfilled mystery always 
new in its being rediscovered: 

The mystery of the Lord having been prefigured well in advance and having 
been seen through a model (Oto. 'tunov 0PIl8{;V), is today believed in now that it 
is fulfilled ('tE'tfJ.E{j~VOV), though considered new by men. For the mystery of 
the Lord is new and oId.34 

This sentence assumes that the mystery of economy is one, though 
manifested in various ways. Hidden in the letters of the ancient Scrip
tures and within the divine economy, it remains to be forever new in 
every process of being rediscovered. 

29 PP 35 (217-218). 

30 PP 36 (225-226). Cf. PP 38 (245-247). 

31 PP 7 (41-9). 

32 PP 42 (271-272). 

33 "[T]he mystery of the Pascha has been fulfilled in the body of the Lord ('Co 'Cou micrxu 
~ucrn'jpIOV 'CE'C£:A.£(nUt €v "4> 'Cou KtJpiou crcb~U'Cl) [PP 56 (396-397))." 

34 PP 58 (405-412). 
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D. Pseudo-Hippolytus's Paschal Mystery Exegesis 

Pseudo-Hippolytus, an anonymous author who most likely lived in 
the same province Asia Minor - and not much later than Melito, de
veloped a similar vision. 35 In general, Pseudo-Hippolytus is indebted to 
Melito both in terms of homily structure or theological perspective. For 
him, biblical exegesis is mystery performance as well. Declaimed within 
the liturgical context of the paschal night after the reading from Exodus 
12, the homily becomes the explanation of the i£poi MYOl (now in the 
Christian version of Seta ypacpi') of the mystery: 

While the divine Scripture (\)cia 'YP(l(PTl) has mystically (Ilumucroc;) pre-an
nounced this sacred feast (iEpd i;Opn'j)36 [of Paschal we will now investigate 
the revealed things in minute detail and search for the hidden mysteries of 
Scripture in response to your prayers. We will not suppress the truth in what 
is written, but contemplate through the figures the accuracy of the mysteries 
(n'lv M aKpipeLav 'trov /lUCl'tTjPi.rov OLd 'trov 1\!7troV 8eropOuV1e9Y 

35 R. Cantalamessa's position in L'Omelia "In S. Pascha" della Pseudo-Ippolito di Roma. 
Ricerche sul/a teologia dell'Asia Minore nella seconda meta del II secolo (Milano 1967) has 
been accepted by a large number of scholars such as J. Danie]ou, A. Grillmeier, B. Botte. M. 
Simonetti, S. G. Hall, C. C. Richardson, G. Kretschmar, F. Blanchetiere, M. G. Mara, and E. 
Mazza. At the same time, P. Nautin. H. D. Altendorf, or G. Visona maintain a four or five 
century position. Visona, in a series of articles - e.g. "Pseudo-Ippolito In s. Pascha: note di 
storia e di critica del testo," Aevum 59 (1985) 107-123; "Pseudo-Ippolito In s. Pascha 53 e la 
tradizione dell'enkrateia," enslianesimo nella storia 6 (1985) 445-488; "L'interpretazione 
sacrametale di 10. 19,34 nello Pseudo-Ippolito In s. Pascha 53," Rivista di stona e letteratura 
religiosa 21 (1985) and his book Pseudo Ippolito. In sanctum Pascha. Studio, edizione, 
commento (Milano 1988), offers several examples of theological terms and themes shared 
by Pseudo-Hippolytus and a large plethora of theologians from the second to the fifth cen
turies. The consequence would be that there are many difficulties in dating In s. Pascha. 
However, an early date might be suggested on the basis of certain Pseudo-Hipplytean 
points which hardly would have occurred in a paschal homily of the post-Origenian era: the 
Melitonean structure and method of articulating the discourse, the anthropomorphism (the 
idea needs a longer argumentation, which I offered in my presentation at the conference 
"Living in Antiquity: Jews, Greeks, and Christians," Villanova University, Oct. 5-7, 2005), 
the tendency to binitarianism, or to Spirit-Christology. K. Gerlach also associates In s. 
Pascha with the Asian homiletic tradition and the 'theological conversation' of the second 
and third centuries (The Antenicene Pascha. A Rhetorical History [Leuven 1998] 161, 387 and 
403). 

36 For tEPU tOPTI!, see especially Od. 21.258; Hdt. 1.31; 147, Th. 2.15; 4.5, and A.Eu. 191, 
where tOPTI! (used for nine times in the homily) denotes a religious feast. Melito employed 
the noun especially in the expression J.l€yaATJ tOp1:Tj [PP 79 (565); 92 (677)]. 

37 Ps.-Hippolytus, Eis to agion Pascha [abbreviated IP] 6.1-6. For the present study I will 
follow G. Visonil's critical edition from Pseudo Ippolito. In sanctum Pascha. Studio, edizione, 
commento (Milano 1988). Cf. IP 5 (5-7). Cf. Melito's PP 36 (225-226: 1:0 IU':UOV OlU 1:fJ~ 'tun;uct1~ 
Eh;:6v<x; oplhal) and 38 (245-247: 'to()J.ltMoV'tO~ tv mh<i) ti]v £iKOV(( ~"tm;\<;). See also Clement, 
Str. I.13.4. Contemplation (ocwpia) and to contemplate (OCWpEW) a feast (navilyupt~ or top'tTj), 
as well as associated verbs such as opliw and VOEW, reflect a mystery terminology which 
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For the author, while the types (ot tlJ1tOt), symbols (ta oUIl~oAa), and 
mysteries (ta Iluottlpta) have occurred in Israel in a visible way (opatro<;), 
they reach their completion in the Christian Pascha in a spiritual modal
ity (1tVeUllatl1cro<; 'teAeOlOUPyoU/ltva).38 

the new Paschal mystery is the common celebration of all (KOlvT) 'trov 
OAffiV 1tavtlyupt<;),39 eternal feast of angels and archangels, life for the en
tire world, wound of death, food for humans, sacred ritual (iepa 'teAettl)40 
of the heaven and earth, and prophesizes old and new mysteries which 
can be scrutinized in a visible way (opatro<; ~Ae1tOlleva) on earth and per
ceived through the mind (VOOU/leva) in heaven. 41 

Pseudo-Hippolytus, as a mystagogue knowing the mysteries of Scrip
ture, guides his new initiates on the traces of the scriptural mysteries, 
namely over the types, connecting them with their antitypes. In this way, 
he remakes the history of divine economy in its double aspect: in Law 
and Incarnation. Egypt pre-announced (1tpOavayyeAAffi) the truth (aAtl&8ta) 
in figures (oi tU1tOl) and the Law pre-interpreted (1tpOep/lllYeUffi) it in im
ages/copies (elKOYe<;), bringing into being only the shadow of the things 
to come ('troY 1l8MOV'tffiY OKHi). But the Christian initiand can discover the 
models of those copies (trov elKOYffiV ta 1l0p<pwlla'ta) and the completions 
of the figures ('t(ov tU1tffiY 'ta 1tAllPc.Olla'ta), and, instead of shadow, the accu
racy and confirmation of the truth (i] aKpi~eta Kat pepairoOl<; 't~<; Mll
&8ia<;),42 

Akin to Melito, pseudo-Hippolytus divides mysteries into old and new 
and envisages the divine economy developed over two stages, the bound
ary between them being the event of the Incarnation. While in the first 

recalls a basic fact of mystery cults, namely that of seeing what is manifested in the cere
mony. The so-called atropoi were ambassadors or spectators at the oracles or games. See, 
for instance, PI. Phd 58b; PI. Lg 650a; D. 21.115; X. Mem 4.8.2; Decr.Byz. ap. D. 18.91; Plb. 
28.19.4; S.oT 1491. 

38IP 7 (1-3). The verb ·nJ..sOIOIJPY{;ro, especially in its participial forms as t£AEotOIJPy6v, as 
well as the noun tgAEOIOIJpyiu often occur, for instance, in Iamblichus's treaty De Mysteriis, 
most likely written in the same period. See Iamblichus: De mysteriis. E. C. Clarke, J. M. 
Dillon, and J. P. Hershbell (trans; LeidenIBoston 2004). 

39 For the religious character of nuV1iyupl<;, see Archil. 120; PLO. 9.96; Hdt. 2.59, 58; 
Th.220. For its connection with the verb (atropero), see Ar.Pax 342 and Decr.ap.D. 18.91. 

40IP 3 (28). Liddell-Scott's A Greek-English Lexicon translates tSAc-n; through rite, esp. 
initiation in the mysteries (Hdt. 2.171; And. 1.111; PI.Euthd 277d; Hdt. 4.79), mystic rites 
practiced at initiation (E.Ba 22, 73 (Iyr.), Ar.V. 121; Pax 413, 419; Id.Ra 1032; D.25.11; Pi. 
Phdr 244e; Id. R.365a, Prt. 316d; Isoc 4.28), a making magically potent (PMagPar 1.1596, 
PMagLond 46.159, 121.872) a festival accompanied by mystic rites or sacred office, Deer. ap. 
D. 59.104, or theological doctrines (in a plural form in Chrysipp. Stoic. 2.17). TEAE-n; means 
'rite' as early as the Orphic tradition from at least the fifth century B.C., as one can see in G. 
S. Kirk, J. E. Raven, and M. Schofield, The Presocratic Philosophers (Cambridge 1983) 221. 

41 IP 3 (30-31). 

42 IP 2 (9-10). 
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part of the homily, the author follows the pre-figurations of the future 
antitypes. in the second part he describes the mysteries of the truth (La 
tilt; aATjSetat; l1uonlpta):43 Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection. and Ascen
sion. Taking over a Pauline idea from Col 2:9. the homilist expresses the 
Incarnation in this way: "compressing in himself all the greatness of the 
divinity [ ... J without diminishing the glory."44 

An important dimension of mystery ceremony regards the real par
ticipation in a sacred or consecrated substance, i.e. the process of eating 
the consecrated offerings (La tEpa). For the Israelites, in Pseudo-Hip
polytus' view, the consecrated offerings eaten in a mystery rite consisted 
in the paschal lamb. But for Christians, the paschal lamb is just the fig
ure of the Christian Pascha and Eucharist. In addition, the mystery sub
stance Christians eat with spiritual knowledge brings death's defeat.45 
The author does not speak metaphorically in either case, but concretely. 
Another main element of mystery celebrations consists in the preserva
tion of the secrets performed and contemplated in the ceremony within 
the group of initiated people. Now, the group is the ecclesia and the cen
tral secret is eating the Pascha or the sacred body of Christ.46 

Pursuing this intelligible or noetic itinerary of contemplating the di
vine manifestations of the Logos in figures and truth, Christians turn out 
to be initiated in the old and new things with a sacred knowledge (01 La 
KUtVa KUt nUAuui IlELa YVcOoco:>t; tcPUt; I1cI1UTjj.lf;Vot); in other words, of the old 
and new manifestations of the divine economy.47 

E. Mystery Exegesis in Origen's Paschal Treatise 

Mystery exegesis may be also encountered in the Origenian paschal 
treatise discovered at Tura in 1941.48 According to extant vestiges, there 
were a few other paschal documents at the time Origen wrote his trea
tise.49 Among them, those belonging to Apollinarius of Hierapolis and 

43 IP 7 (5). 

44IP 45 (lO-B): ltiiv 'ti1~ l7£O't11'tO<; ei~ £O:lJ'tOV auva\lpoiaar; Kal auvuyuywv [ ... ] oli [ ... ] rfi 06;U 
ooltuvoli~vo<;. 

45 IP 50 (5-6). 

46 IP 40 and 41. 

47 IP 4 (1-2). 

48 See D. Gueraud and P. Nautin, Origene. Sur la Paque. Traite inedit publiti d'apres un 
papyrus de Toura (Paris 1979) [abbreviated PPJ For an extensive commentary, see H. 
Buchinger's monumental Pascha bei Drigenes (Innsbruck 2005). 

49 I.e., the Paschal writings of Apollinarius of Hierapolis, Irenaeus of Lyon. Victor of 
Rome, Clement of Alexandria. and Hippolytus of Rome. See G. Visona, "Pasqua quartode
cimana e cronologia evangelica della passione," Ephemerides Liturgicae 102 (1988) 266. 

http:economy.47
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Clement of Alexandria are fragmentary preserved in the Byzantine 
document entitled the Chronicon pascale. In spite of reduced quantity of 
preserved material, one can identify two new central ideas that emerged 
within these documents and both are preserved in the Origenian treatise. 

First, while Melito's and Pseudo-Hippolytus's homilies were Ouar
todeciman and developed the etymology of the Greek word n:cl.OX(l from 
the Greek verb mxoxw (to suffer, to be affected), Apollinarius and Clement 
were anti-Ouartodeciman.50 Second, Clement had access to Philo's writ
ings and for Philo the word mxoX(l does not have its origins in the Greek 
n:cl.0XW, but in the Hebrew nOE) (pesach).51 In his turn, Origen perhaps in
herited these two ideas from Clement, namely the anti-Ouartodeciman 
position and the idea that mlOX(l means "crossing," or "passage." 

It seems that the conception of Pascha as passage was a Jewish com
mon place, as far as Josephus translated it by Dm:p~(loi(l (trespass),52 
Philo by 8tcl.~(l(JlC; (crossing over) and 8t(l~a.1~Pt(l (crossing),53 while Aquila 
rendered it with imep~(lmc;.54 Either fTom Clement or directly from Philo, 
Origen took over the term of 8ta~(lmc;. 55 In fact, the Greek word naOX(l 
represents a transcription of the Aramaic NnOE), pasha. 56 Again, through 
the same Clement or from the original source, Origen took over the Phi
Ionian idea that naOX(l refers allegorically to the passage from the 
sensible to the intelligible world.57 It is worth mentioning that, to a 
certain extent, this idea is also implied in the tradition that originates in 
Melito, as we have seen in Pseudo-Hippolytus (e.g. IP 3:30-31; 7:1-3). 

Scholars have emphasized Clement's mystery exegesis especially 
present in Protrepticos and Stromateis. Since mystery exegesis appears to 

50 Chronicon pascale, PG 92.80c-81a. 

51 Philo, Congr. 100-106. For Clement, see Chronicon pascale, PG 92,81a-c. Moreover, 
according to Eusebius' testimony (HE, IV,26,4; VI,13,9), Clement also wrote a treatise enti
tled Peri Pascha and used, for its redaction, Melito's treatise with the same title, Peri Pascha. 
For no£>, see L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamentis (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1958) 769: nif,: grow lame; qal: 1. be lame, limp; 2. limp over at, pass over, spare (as in 
Ex 12:13,23,27); nif. impf.: be lamed; pi. impf,: limp (worshipping) around (1 Kg 18:26). 

52 Ant, II, 313. 

53 Leg, iii, 94,154,165; Sacrif. 63; Migr. 25; Her. 192; Congr. 106; Spec. ii,147. 

54 F. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, I (Oxford, 1875) 100. 

55 Clement, Str. II, XI, 51,2, The link between the meaning of Pascha and passage can 
be encountered in rabbinic traditions, for instance in Mishnah Pesahim X.5 and Exodus 
Rabbah 12.2, and also in Melito's PP 68 (472-476). 

56 O. Gueraud and P. Nautin, Origene, 114, Cf. M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targu
mim, the Talmud Bab/i and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, II (New York 1950) 
1194. In these writings, no£> means Passover festival, Passover sacrifice or Passover meaL 
The form in discussion, NnO£>, can be found in Targ.O. Ex 12:11; Targ. II Chr. 30:18; 
Y.Sabb. 8; Targ. I Sam 15:4. 

57 Philo, Spec. U,145-147; Mos. II,224; Her. 192; Migr. 25; Quaest. Ex. 4-19, 
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be an Alexandrian topos from Philo to Clement, one may suppose that 
the tradition of this exegesis inspired Origen's enterprise as welp8 K 1. 
Torjensen's article "The Alexandrian Tradition of the Inspired Inter
preter"S9 is of considerable help for the present investigation. The Alex
andrian interpreter, in fact, has a prophetic function. Through the study 
of Scripture, the interpreter becomes a visionary of the things divine and 
able to mediate or disclose divine knowledge. As Torjensen explains that 
mentality: 

Origen, as exegete, has penetrated the divine mysteries of Scripture, because 
he has lived the life of a prophet, the holy life. Like the prophets he has un
dergone, experienced and exemplified the transformative process created by 
knowledge of the divine.6o 

1. Paschal Mystery Exegesis and the Eucharistic Sacrifice 

Scholars have also shown that Origen is indebted to the bishop of 
Sardis for different aspects of his hermeneutics.61 The exegesis as a mys
tery performance at the Paschal feast might also be of Asia Minor inspi
ration. According to Origen, the iEpai ypacpai describe how God ordered 
to the ancient Israelites to fulfill a sacred service (iEpoupyia) and a sacred 
sacrifice (iEpotrooia) in a mystical way (~UO'tTJPU:Ob&<;),62 

As for the new mysteries, the Alexandrian preserves the traditional 
distinction between type/figure and antitypeltruth and makes the follow
ing Eucharistic statement: 

We have to sacrifice the true lamb (7tpO~{l'tov) in order to be sanctified / con
secrated priests (iepffia&llEv) or to come closer to the priestly status and have 
to burn and eat his flesh. [ ... JHe Himself says that this Pascha is not sensible 
(atofurcov) but intelligible (V01rcov): If you do not eat my flesh and drink my 

58 Bouyer, The Christian Mystery, 138-148 . 

S9 See K. J. Torjensen, "The Alexandrian Tradition of the Inspired Interpreter," Orige
niana Oclava (Leuven 2003) 287-99. 

60 Torjensen, "The Alexandrian Tradition," 295. 

61 Campbell Bonner emphasized the Melitonian inspiration of the Origenian passage 
HLv X.I, where Origen describes the relation between the Old and New Testament through 
the image of the preliminary sketch: see The Homily on the Passion by Melito, Bishop of 
Sardis (Studies and Documents XII; Cambridge 1940) 56-72. In a similar way, Jean 
Danielou proved that Origen quoted the Sardis ian a few times, e.g. in CPs IlL!, CGn 1.26, or 
CMt X.9-11 ("Figure et evenement chez Meliton", in Neotestamentica et patristica [Leiden 
1962] 290-292). The large amount of Melitonian themes, and especially their diversity. and 
that of the Origenian treatises in which they have been taken over, may constitute an argu
ment for the idea that the bishop of Sardis was an important theological authority for the 
great Alexandrian. 

62 Origen, Peri Pascha 39 (9-29). 

http:hermeneutics.61
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blood, you will not have life in yourself (In 6:53). Should we eat His flesh and 
drink His blood in a sensible way? But if He speaks in an intelligible way, 
then Pascha is not sensible, but intelligible. 63 

In this fragment, the Christian Pascha is identified with the Eucha
rist, and the Jewish Pesach consequently becomes the type of the Chris
tian Eucharist. Origen then inserts his exegetical vision in this liturgical 
or ritualistic context. If one takes a look at the goal of the Paschal ritual, 
one can notice that the participants in this ritual (expressed in the plural 
first person) have to become consecrated priests or sanctified, or at least 
closer to the priestly status. The verb exploited in this context is ispoco, 
which means, in the active voice, ''''to make holy, to consecrate to the 
gods," while in the passive voice, as in the present passage, has the 
meaning of "being a consecrated priest."M The conception most likely re
calls the idea of universal or general priesthood (e.g. 1 Pt 2:5), as long as 
every partaker of the Eucharist actually sacrifices (Mco) and eats Christ's 
body. 

Furthermore, Origen associates another Eucharistic theme with the 
Paschal context: Those who eat the sacred body will receive life, while 
those who do not eat will not have any defense before the angel of death 
which is called here with a term from the Epistle to the Hebrews 11 :28, 
"the destroyer" (6 OAottpsUCOV).65 Origen further operates with a new dis
tinction among those who will survive the destroyer, putting forward the 
degrees of advancement in mysteries. First are the perfect ones, those 
who fight for their purity and eat from the lambs' flock and wheat bread. 
This food is purer and more appropriate to those who live spiritually 
(AoytKWC;, more precisely, akin to the Logos). They are followed by those 
still under sin and eating from the kids' flock and barley bread.66 

2. Mystery Exegesis and Paschal Liturgical Context 

Origen also associates with the Paschal context an exegesis focused 
on Scripture: "If the lamb is Christ and Christ is the Logos, what is the 
flesh of the divine words in that case if not the divine Scriptures?"67 A 

630ngen, PP 13 (3-35). On passage 26, he explains how the flesh, i.e. the Scripture, 
does not have to be eaten green, which means literally interpreted, but burned on the fire of 
the Holy Spirit, and in this way spiritually read. 

64 Liddell-Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, v.I, p.823. For textual references. see PI. Lg. 
771b; Inscriptiones Graecae, Voluminum ii et iii, ed. J. Kirchner, 1126.16; Berl. Sitzb. 1927.8; 
Aeschin. I.19. 

65 Ongen, PP 14. (10,13). 

66 Ongen, PP 23. 

67 Origen, PP 26 (5-8). 
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few pages further, he states with more confidence: "we participate in 
Christ's flesh, this is the divine Scriptures."68 One may notice that, for the 
Alexandrian theologian, the exegetical process was not one of accumulat
ing new data, but one of participating in a mystery wherein the initiand 
becomes capable of eating the intelligible flesh of God.69 Moreover, he 
further develops this idea making a parallel to the mystery idea of the 
dismembered deity.70 According to him, only those who struggle towards 
eating the 'entrails' (-cd tvwomota) of the divine body will be able to see 
(0'l'0vtat) the depths of God ('td path] 'tou ScOU).7! He further clearly speci
fies the idea that the one who eats the entrails of the divine body be
comes an initiate in the mysteries (6 tv lluo'tT\p{Ot.; IlUODIl8VO.;).72 

Employing mystery terminology, Origen sets his discourse in a Greek 
mystery framework. Nonetheless, in spite of the mystery terminology 
present in the text, the content is Christian-liturgical, and the context in 
which Origen places his discourse is also Christian, very similar with 
those of Melito, Pseudo-Hippolytus, and Clement. Expressing Christian 
cult in mystery terminology, Origen has a double discursive intention: 
Christian cult is also a mystery and, moreover, it is a superior mystery. 
One can reasonably suppose that Melito, Pseudo-Hippolytus, Clement, 
and Origen had the narrative strategy as in the case of taking over Greek 
philosophical terminology, namely polemicizing against the Greek 
communities that constituted their environment at the time. Conse
quently, their strategy towards Greek philosophy and mysteries was one 
of borrowing terminology and claiming that Christianity is the true phi
losophy and the receptacle of the highest mysteries.73 

68 Origen, PP 33 (1-3). 

69 For the Dionysian ritual of eating raw flesh, distributed in many parts. see Clement's 
Protreptikos II. 12.2. Cf. Pseudo-Hippolytus. IP 23-28. 

70 As Burkert affirms: "The basic idea of an initiation ritual is generally taken to be that 
of death and rebirth" (Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults, 99). He further gives examples from 
various mystery cults such as Isis and Osiris, Dionysos and Persephone. The Mithraic 
monuments also "indicate that the day of the initiation ritual was a new birthday; the 
mystes was natus et renatus." Burkert, 100). Cf, M. Eliade, Rites and Symbols of Initiation: 
The Mysteries ofBirth and Rebirth (New York 1975, cI958). 

71 Origen, PP 31 (17-19). Cf. Ps.-Hippolytus, IP 29 . 

n Origen. PP 31 (23-24). 

73 One may notice that the Greek mystery and philosophical themes and terms are not 
the only instruments through which Origen builds his exegesis in Peri Pascha, He employs 
Jewish or Jewish-Christian ascetic themes and terminology as welL To overcome sensorial
ity and to avoid sexuality (see pages 35-37) as preparation for eating Pascha, or to partici
pate in the heavenly mysteries, all of these are features belonging to the Jewish ascetic and 
aseensional framework. Torjensen's position is emblematic in expressing interpreter's as
cension and transformation: "The myth of ascent provides a locative framework in which 
the teacher is «translated. into the realm of the divine and through proximity to the divine 
is assimilated to the divine and then returns as a mediator. This transmigration or translo

http:mysteries.73
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In his text, Origen assumes that Christians take part in Christ's body 
in varying degrees: part of them in the head, others in the hands, feet, 
chest, entrails or viscera.14 There are, therefore, different degrees of in
itiation and those who eat the viscera reach the highest level, becoming 
initiated in the meaning (Myo<;) of the mystery of Incarnation, which is 
cardinal.75 Thus Origen can conceive of a hierarchy among paschal mys
teries. While the Old-Testament Paschal mysteries (mysteria paschae [in 
Lat.]) have been changed at the coming of the New Testament, the New
Testament mysteries (mysteria [Lat.]) will be removed, in their turn, at 
the time of resurrection. 76 

The Origenian exegetical itinerary, as well as the Melitonian one, dis
plays and make discernible the manifestations of the Logos in Scrip
tures. It is a way by which the words of the sacred text turn into trans
parent enigmas and mirrors of the things to come. (Here the Alexandrian 
recalls the famous 1 Cor 13: 12.) In Origen's view, the flesh, blood, and 
bones, which have to be eaten, represent symbolically the elements of 
the sacred text through which the heavenly realities may be envisioned. 
While 'bones' refer to the words (ai A£~£l<;) of Scripture and 'flesh' to the 
meanings (1:<1 vOTJlla1:a), 'blood' is the faith which saves from the 'de
stroyer'.77 The parallel to the myth of the dismembered deity carries on 
with the idea of a new birth (11:aAlyy£v£ola). For Origen, the true Pascha 
has to refer, in a spiritual way, to the passage from darkness to light, 
which is a new birth (Y£V£Ol<;).78 The meaning of a new birth cannot be 
different from the passage to a perfect behavior (1:£Aeta 1toAt1:£ia) and a 
perfect love (1:EA£la <1Y<111:11), which may start from this earthly existence.79 

3. Typology vs. Allegory in Paschal Mystery Exegesis? 

The goal of this study does not justify further detailing of the Ori
genian exegesis, which has been explored by so many previous schol

cation of the teacher renders him godlike. Philo, Clement, Origen, Valentinus used this 
myth to imagine a cosmology that orients the human toward the divine and to imagine a 
process of ascent which orients the soul's transformative ascent or return to its original 
nature." (Torjensen, "The Alexandrian Tradition," 295). 

74 Origen, PP 30 and 31. 

75 Origen, PP 31 (25-27). 

76 Origen, PP 32 (20-2B). As de Lubac noticed in his Histoire et Esprit. L'intelligellce de 
I'Ecriture d'apres Origene (Paris 2002) 219, the idea of the three Pascha (Jewish, Christian, 
and heavenly) comes forth in other Origenian writings, too, such as HNm XI.4, CMt BO, or 
CIo X.16.1B. 

77 Origen, PP 33 (20) - 34 (2). 

78 Origen, PP 3 and 4. 

79 Origen, PP 4 (36) - 5 (2). 
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ars.80 However, an important issue that requires further attention re
gards the relationship between mystery exegesis and Origen's general 
exegetical view.81 According to his theory of the triple sense, Origen dis
tinguishes between the literary/historical, moral/psychological, and 
allegorical/spiritual/mystical exegesis.82 The last of these is the most im
portant for the present investigation. The concept that Scripture is 
abundant in mysteries permeated by the Holy Spirit, and that exegesis 
produces a change within the initiated interpreter occurs also in Clem
ent,83 from whom Origen most likely took it.84 

Could one qualify the typological exegesis of Origen's Peri Pascha 
(where the word "allegory" does not occur, just as it does not occur 
Melito and Ps-Hippolytus) as different from allegory, as in Danielou's 
solution, or identical, as in de Lubac's position? Or, finally, could one 
make a distinction between the horizontal and the vertical dimensions, 
as Crouzel proposes? In Origen's view, the end of mystical initiation is 
not obvious in terms of horizontal or vertical spatiality. There are frag
ments in which Christ is encountered on earth where his body is con
sumed, similar to the texts of the two Asia Minor theologians, and frag
ments in which the vertical dimension is evident, as well as the implied 
allegory. 

Consequently, on the one hand, Origen preserves the mystery exegesis 
developed by the Asia Minor theologians. On the other hand, he empha

80 For a thorough presentation and a very comprehensive bibliography on Origen's 
exegesis, see, for example, C. Kannengiesser, Handbook of Patristic Exegesis (vol. I; Leiden / 
Boston 2004) 536-574. 

81 It is worth mentioning that Origen did not write his Peri Pascha in his youth, but the 
work represents a mature undertaking, done during his stay in Caesarea between 235-248; 
i.e. between the writing of his commentaries on John and those on Matthew, most likely 
around 245 (Gueraud and Nautin, Origene, 109). 

82 Cf. Origen, Prin IV, 2.4-6; HGn II.6 etc. For contemporary scholarship, see for exam
ple Crouzel, Origen, 111-140; B. de Margerie, Introduction a l'histoire de l'exegese. I. Les 
Peres grecs et orientaux (Paris 1980) 115-126; R. P. C. Hanson, Allegory and Event (Richmont 
1959). 

83 Cf. de Margerie, Introduction, 95-112. Analyzing Clement's exegesis, de Margerie 
states: "Pour degager la signification et la vie cachees sous cette parole [Christ's word], Ie 
croyant doit s'assimiler aces verites, se purifier par la pratique des commandements pour 
participer a la saintete de Dieu." (de Margerie, Introduction, 97). For textual data in Clem
ent, see Str. V. 24.1; 25.1; 56.2-57.2; 93.4; VI. 124.4-6; 126.1-4; 127.4; 131.3-5. 

84 As Crouzel formulates, using categories of Platonic origins, 2 Cor 3:18 "is for the Al
exandrian the origin of the theme of transforming contemplation [of the Logos in Scrip
Hires], that is the shaping of the contemplator to the image of the contemplated by a kind of 
spiritual mimesis (Origen, 68)." See also CouzeJ's Origime et fa "connaissance mystique," 
(Paris 1961) 324-70, 400-9, and H, von Balthasar's "Le Mysterion d'Origene," Recherches de 
Science Religieuse 26 (1936) 513-62 and 27 (1937) 38-64. Cf. Vlad-Mihai Niculescu, Origen's 
Mystagogic Paideia (Piscataway, NJ 2008, forthcoming). 
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sizes more powerfully the Platonic distinction between the sensible reali
ties and their intelligible models. 8s 

An important observation is that the vertical dimension cannot be 
found in the Pauline fragment about allegory, where the two wives of 
Abraham refer to the Old and New Testament (Gal 4:20-24). Due to its 
very large original sense ("speaking about something else"), the notion of 
"allegory" has, therefore, a broader extension than that of "typology." 
Perhaps a more suitable distinction to the textual data is that which 
F. M. Young employs, namely typology is a form of allegory.86 For this 
reason, allegory can incorporate typology as a genus incorporates a spe
cies. From a historical perspective, the extensive Alexandrian use of alle
gory brought a larger hermeneutical freedom than the Asia Minor theo
logians did. But this freedom at times brought speculative constructions 
lacking a sound connection with the biblical text. 

However, according to one of Burkert's illuminating insights, anyal
legory in a religious context is mystical, as Demetrius and Macrobius iI
lustrate.87 In this way, the typology used in a mystery context, including 
those of the three Christian authors analyzed in this article, might also 
be considered an allegory. 

F. Concluding Remarks 

The chain of argument of the present paper leads to the tentative 
conclusion that biblical exegesis in the Paschal context of the first three 
centuries in Asia Minor and Alexandria was part of a complex liturgical
exegetical system. Within that context, it was not a mere pious reading 
or an intellectual exercise but rather a cultic investigation through which 
the one who does the hermeneutical task undergoes transformation and 
encounters the concrete manifestations of the Logos. It seems that it 
played a similar role with the transmission and explication of the tEpOt 
AOYot in the mystery cults. 

85 E.g. CC 2, Clo 1.24. Certain Platonic distinctions (especially that between paradigm 
and copy) also occur in Melito (e.g. PP 37-39) and Pseudo-Hippolytus [e.g. IP 2 (1-8); 6 (8
10»). Moreover, the last one also discloses the idea that the mystery exegesis translates the 
exegete from the sensible to the intelligible world [IP 3 (30-31); 6 (8-10)]. 

86 F. M. Young, Biblical Exegesis and the Formation of the Christian Culture (Cambridge 
1997) 198. On page 20 I, Young also underlines certain species of typology: exemplary 
(biographica\), prophetic (historical), spatial, and recapitulative. 

87 Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults, 78-82. Demetrius, in his On Style 101 (300 BC 100 
AD), states that "the mysteries too are expressed in the form of allegory, in order to arouse 
consternation and dread, just as they are performed in darkness and night." Macrobius, in 
S. Sc. I.l.17£. concurs: "Thus the mysteries themselves are hidden in the tunnels of figura
tive expression." See Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults, 79. 
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Moreover. the Asia Minor theologians developed a theory of two mys
teries or series of manifestations of the Paschal mystery where the typo
logy had the function of connecting the two series. On the basis of Bur
kert's understanding of allegory, one may also affirm that the typology 
used in a mystery context is a form of allegory. 

Origen, in his turn, probably took over the mystery exegesis of Pascha 
from diverse media, such as Philo, Clement, and Asia Minor theologians 
and developed it in connection with, if not even within the context of, 
the Paschal feast. The Alexandrian theologian employed in his Peri Pas
cha the two mysteries theory together with the theory of types. In addi
tion, Pseudo-Hippolytus and Origen elaborated Eucharistic features in 
connection with the feast of Pascha. 

Generally speaking, it might be suggested that Melito, Pseudo-Hip
polytus, and Origen associated the Paschal liturgical event with an exe
getical moment in which, as in a dramatic performance, the audience 
was asked to discover and contemplate God's manifested mysteries in 
Abel's, Isaac's, Jacob's, or Joseph's sufferings, in the sacrificed lamb and 
the salvation from Egypt, as well as in Christ's Incarnation, salvific Pas
sions, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension. Paschal exegesis was there
fore not an abstract ratiocination, but a cultic activity, which should in
volve Christ's contemplation. 

Marquette University Drago~-Andrei Giulea 
Coughlin Hall 100 
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1881 
U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

The present article poses the hypothesis that three of the earliest Paschal writings. the 
first belonging to Melito of Sardis. the second to an anonymous author whom scholars 
conventionally call Pseudo-Hippolytus. and the third belonging to Origen, may testify to a 
special exegetical practice. Besides the fact that all three works were part of, or at least had 
a strong connection with. the complex liturgical feast of Pascha, they also consist in de
tailed commentaries on Exodus 12 and share various elements such as mystery language 
and typological parallels. However, the key common element the present paper emphasizes 
is that the exegetical exercise at the Paschal Festival in the first three centuries in Asia 
Minor and Alexandria was not conceived of as mere reading and rational enterprise, but 
rather as a mystery performance through which the one who does the hermeneutical task 
suffers personal transformation and encounters the concrete, effective though noetic, mani
festations of the Logos. It was pivotal for Melito and Pseudo-Hippolytus and probably de
veloped as a polemical reaction to the pagan mysteries practiced in Asia Minor. Origen 
most likely took over this kind of exegesis from an ongoing tradition, probably via Clement, 
and also articulated it in a complex elaboration in which the elements of Pasch a, liturgy. 
mystery, and exegesis intertwine. 
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